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About This Game

Fly your spaceship from wormhole to wormhole, navigating dangerous space station obstacle courses and collecting crystals
from the wreckage of fallen enemies. The Crystal Nebula demands your highest dexterity and accuracy in order to shoot and

dodge your way through its waves of opposition! Prepare to take room-scale to its fullest as you steer your ship from bound to
bound, traversing the many traps of the derelict space stations and flourishing to avoid enemy fire. Demonstrate your resolve

with online leaderboards and special prizes for top fighters!
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This is intended as a jigsaw puzzle game and nothing more. But as a jigsaw puzzle game, it fails due to one fatal flaw.
The skills used in solving jigsaw puzzles include matching colors and edges of pieces to figure out which go together, often
starting with the edges, to build off of.

None of those skills are needed here. Because of the fatal flaw -- namely, each board has the outline of each piece.

So, instead of a jigsaw puzzle game, this becomes a shape-matching game. Remember the game that toddlers play, where they
put the round piece in the round hole, and the square piece in the square hole? Yep... This is a slightly more complex version of
that.

You can pretty much pick up any piece and find its final resting place by finding the shape. No need to pay any attention
whatsoever to the picture as you "solve" it.

Remove the piece shape outlines from the board, and you'd have a nice little jigsaw puzzle game.. It's an old school platformer
that has a sense of humor. I'm being dead honest, I loved playing this game. the graphics are nice and the controls at first were
difficult to get accustomed to. Give the game a chance, and be patient with it. Also if you don't know what the controls are,
because the tutorial really is a train wreck, just look at the button configure screen..It helped me out a lot. Very easy
achievments too, got 45\/55 in one playthrough.. Started playing the game and it was really good, then i found out that only
limited saves are available... I HATE SUCH GAMES!!! I don't care about the idea behind the limitation. Good luck i only paid
approx. $3 for it. However, considering the fact that i only played few minutes, It was well overpaid. Never going to buy another
Hitman game again...!. If you want the thrill of a roller coaster with the rush of vertigo while sitting in the comfort of your home
this is the game for you.

. well i haven't started it yet because of some issuses so it might be a while for m to make a good review but i will say that it will
be great if i'm ever able to get on. Unfortunately can't recommend this right now, even though I did enjoy it.

It only brings one new music track to the table, and the vast majority of the textures are recycles from the base game, but with a
purple tint. Yes, there are 33 new levels, but this isn't necessarily difficult - look how many custom user levels there already are.

It's also 1\/2 the cost of the base game with essentially 1\/4 of level quantity, in fairness that's acceptable to an *extent* because
these levels are more difficult and not so much tutorials, but 1\/4 the level content? Come on. If you bring in the fact that the
base game had 10 tracks as well and this one only brings one track, I would argue this is as little as 1\/6 the content of the base
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game, but only 1\/2 the price. To reiterate, for one new track, 33 levels where the majority of textures are just a purple tint of
pre-existing ones, the new powerups are cool but it is just three, nothing new for endless mode.

Really should've been more for this price. I enjoy it, and will continue to play it to completion because I paid for it, but I
absolutely cannot recommend it at the current pricepoint. I would *love* to see more audio tracks get added, the new one is
stellar, but it's still just *one* new track, and for some reason is still excluded from the OST DLC :\\. Beglitched is a genuine
point of interest in how it manages its systems.

It's a puzzle game about being a hacker, but not in a complex web of newfangled problems. Instead it mixes the logic and feel of
old computer games, ones you might find on Windows 95 or in the GAMES section of a Nokia. And that's where it's at its most
clever. It borrows without shame, without trickery, in such a way that forms together into one much larger puzzle.

WORLD MAP = Windows Desktop
DUNGEON MAP = Minesweeper + Dungeon Crawler
BATTLE = Bejeweled + Hide & Seek + Resource Management

One warning I should get out of the way is perception. What you might feel in the first parts of the game are misleading.

Beglitched has "dungeons" that you "crawl' through and fight of enemies. This feels like a sort of RPG, or Dungeon Crawler.
When you complete the first fight, you think you'll level up, or get a health upgrade. When you get money, you think you can
buy better Skills or Permanent Upgrades. When you die you wonder if it's possible to grind.

But no. Get that out of your head right now. This is a puzzle game.

Every "dungeon" is like a level of Mario or Portal. You get better by playing, not by grinding enemies into statistics.

Each dungeon has its own logic. It demands you move and fight in different ways. This is for you to solve. This is where the joy
comes from. But you have to fight an urge. You have to realize that attacking an enemy isn't usually the best solution. More
often than not, the puzzle is how to AVOID enemy encounters. And when you fight, the puzzle isn't always about winning.
Rather, it's about minimizing long-term damage, analyzing how enemies work in that area, and setting up your grid for the next
fight if you have to fight it.

The systems explain themselves. Solving how they can be worked around, however, is the fun.

And it's very nice fun. It's light fun. And none of the puzzle outstay their welcome. The concepts used in the SPAM level and
the concepts in the CAT level are very different, barely ever bleeding over.

You're given a toolbox of ideas, and each level crafts a way to make you exploit that toolbox differently.

If any of this sounds like your bag of tea, get it! Support these guys! It's a good experience, and worth supporting the devs.
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Full disclaimer: I played this game during its development phase.

When I first heard of this game it immediately intrigued me, my main problem with having friends play on my Vive was that I
as the owner would just be spectating, this game changes that.

In short, this is a puzzle game that requires both the PC player and the VR player to work together to solve puzzles. While there
aren't too many levels out yet, the concept is certainly there and I hope there will be more added levels during the course of
Early Access.

The graphics are pretty good, and the maps have plenty of VR-oriented material. You can pick up random props as is enjoyable
to do in any VR game, but this time you can throw them at youf friends.

All in all I'd definitely recommend this game, and I look forward to see more levels.. so-so 2d shooting game.. I have no
words.... wow I finished this game 20 times back when I first got it, only a fool would pass on the chance to play this game.

this game is a shooter/strategy/base biulding hybrid...

you drive a super hover tank that can be stuffed with a wide array of weapons (upgrades) rockets, flame thrower, mines, mole
torpedos, hive missiles...etc you name it.

but here is the amazing thing, you are fighting an empire and you need to go from planet to planet in a long galactic campaign in
order to win, but each victory gives u a limited ammount of money and you have to pick between that sweet new hive missile
upgrade or that sweet tank upgrade fro your army or that turret upgrade fro your base....

the game starts super easy and get harder as you push through the solar systems, some missions will test your skill and will make
u throw the PC from a window....

the explosions are great the sound design is great

just buy it and enjoy it. Just the fun to be had is well worth the price.. This game is simple on the surface but can go very deep if
you want to spend the time to get good. The time spent however does not feel like a grind but is simply having fun playing the
game with randoms, bot or, friends!. Bigfoot stops coming after an hour. Before that it was an enjoyable rinse repeat gameplay
of hear roar shoot with tracker freind shoots with bullets when dancing gets hard shoot with flare. wait 5 minutes repeat.

however after bigfoot getting stuck on something or falling through the world and being unfindable. and a player falling through
the world(me) with the offensive half of the teams gear.....

I put in for a refund and called it a day. I don't know about singleplayer because I only bought it to play with my friend. I really
wanted to recommend this game but I can't.

+Graphics look great overall, and the game is nice to look at.
+Multiple panel side-scrolling is interesting.

-Controls are slugging and not responsive
-Player movement is sloppy, for example, you have one guy shooting and you and one guy attacking with the knife, you have to
get out of cover first (the character moves very slowly), stab the guy closest to you all the while leaving yourself completely
exposed to be shot at (which you will many times).
-Most of the sound design is great..except for the footsteps, they are way louder than they need to be and very repetitive.
-The "story" is very hard to follow and leaves you guessing where the hell you're supposed to go next.

I thought I would take a chance on a game with mixed reviews but I was wrong. The game just isn't worth $8.
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